Credits: director, Ricard Pepin; writer, Paul A. Birkett.
Cast: Emmanuelle Vaugier, Antonio Sabato, Jr., Eric Roberts, Michael Ironside, Clarence Williams III.
Summary: Science fiction/thriller set in contemporary Washington State. Tracy Wellman (Vaugier) is a driven private investigator with powerful psychic abilities. When a leading presidential candidate, Senator William Armitage (Ironside) hires her to find his missing daughter, Tracy stumbles onto a cult lead by David Mendez (Roberts) a mysterious New Age guru whose telepathic powers dwarf her own. With Mendez’s help, Tracy unlocks her own traumatized memories and discovers her abilities and Mendez’s are products of Cold War experiments by the National Security Agency which were violently terminated by Russian assassins. While the experiments left Tracy a confirmed pacifist, Mendez is bent on revenge against Armitage, the former director of the NSA. Tracy must violate her deepest convictions to use her abilities to stop Mendez. Tracy’s foster father and moral guide is Walter Golden (Williams), a black Vietnam veteran.

No known reviews.